Early Day Motion 1003, November 2005
EDM 1003 calls for ‘a wide ranging inquiry into that [UKRMB] group's
serious concerns relating to human and pet health, the economy and the
environment’.
See how the RCVS, DEFRA, BVA and PFMA manufacture their false
and misleading statements.

14th November 2005
Email from the Pet Food Manufacturers Association (PFMA) to the
Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons (RCVS) flagging up the
latest Early Day Motion (EDM) in the House of Commons and
including:
“It will be interesting to see what level of support this EDM
attracts. We plan to write to any of the signatories of the bill in
response.” >end quote<
................................................................................................................
16th November 2005
Interdepartmental Email, RCVS
>quote< “Have we already asked the Library to do a search for
research papers which might be cited in defence to the charges
being made against the profession. I seem to recall we did not
come up with anything not already referred to by the PFMA.” >end
>quote<

quote<

Reply - 16th November 2005
>quote< “Yes I think we did. However X did a subsequent literature
search and, I think, came up with some further independent
papers.” >end quote<
Reply 17th November 2005
>quote< “Ahh - we need to do a briefing - for MPs and it would be
good to quote these sources and give them the full picture. Can
you and X put something together - for us to use at the MPs
lunch - and possibly before if pressed?” >end quote<
................................................................................................................
24th November 2005
Email from Defra to RCVS
>quote< “We continue to be hounded by the spectre of Raw Meaty
Bones and recall I think X saying that XX would be updating
briefing on those kinds of issues. Just wondered whether you
had made any progress with that. Also are you aware of the vet
profession making any representations to the pet food industry
about research into the effects of certain types of food. X seems
to recall something about dry catfood....Can you enlighten
me.”>end quote<

29th November 2005
Internal email RCVS - regarding telephone conversation with
above person from Defra.
>quote> “They (Defra) have received some MC (which we all know is
Ministerial Correspondence) from RMB asking what Defra are
doing about the whole situation and whether research is being
commissioned into the effects of processed pet foods/dry cat
food etc.
I said that we had put some briefing information to EA Comm
(External Affairs Committee) a couple of meetings ago, but that
this had been essentially noted with no further action
forthcoming. I also said that we haven’t as yet changed our
previous position, and that we wouldn’t be looking to
commission any research.
I gave X some background about XX’s general style of
communication, about RMB UK’s treatment of the BVA (British
Veterinary Association) policy statement (See Annex A) and the
BVA’s and PFMA’s recent activities in that regard. I also
mentioned that we might be organising a meeting with XX but
that I couldn’t provide any more details at this stage.
X didn’t seem to think that they would be saying anything
different this time around, but I offered to have a look at any
correspondence they were going to send if that would be of
assistance. Thought it might be useful to keep ourselves
appraised of what else was being said” >end quote<
29th November 2005
RCVS to Defra
>quote< “Having just spoken to X about RMB, it seems I’m a little
behind the times I’m afraid, partly because I wasn’t at the last EA
Committee meeting, and mainly because I’ve yet to read the
minutes. Apologies!
In a general discussion on policy statements, EA Committee
decided that our current statement should be updated to take
account of the additional issues raised by UK RMB since the first
EDM last year (about which that statement was prepared). This
will probably address their complaints about the veterinary

profession’s involvement in selling petfoods, the allegations
about academic positions in veterinary schools and the about of
(independent) research into petfoods that is currently available.
Our position on not commissioning independent research and/or
inquiries remains unchanged.
The updated statement is still in the pipeline but I can send you a
copy when it’s been drawn up. In the meantime, you’ve no doubt
seen the latest EDM on this issue from David Lepper MP, but
please find this below for your info in case you haven’t.
As I said, do come back to me in the meantime if you would like
us to look at any correspondence.” >end quote>
30th November 2005
Defra to RCVS
>quote< “Thank you for your email. I attach a copy of the last reply
to Ministerial Correspondence we issued on this subject for you
to see. Since we currently have nothing further to add we will
likely send a similar reply to Jim Paice MP who is the latest MP to
write in about this. Grateful for your comments if you have any. I
am also now in the possession of the BVA’s policy brief (attached)
and will try and weave in one or two points from this into the
reply. The deadline for the reply was 25th November so I’m
afraid we won’t have time to wait for the latest brief from RCVS
unless we can get sight of it soon.
I am aware of the EDM - I found it on the RMB website yesterday but thanks for the notice. I need to chase up with Parliamentary
Branch as they have not yet brought it to our notice, which is
curious.
Many thanks for your help and offer to look at my draft reply.”
>end quote<

